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Officials puzzle
over no-visit .bill
BY MARY RUTH MYERS
Oracle Staff Writer

Oracle Photos by Mike Kaszuba

Panhellenics
turn
painters
Members of the USF
Panhellenic Council spent
Saturday splashing six
gallons of paint on the
home of Marie Brand, 3203
Cherokee Ave.
Brand, 84, was told to
make repairs to her home
by the city Bureau of
Minimum Housing, but she
couldn't make them so
Julia Valentine, counselor
with the Housing Opportunity Center and a
former sorority member,
called on Panhellenic.
Valentine said Brand,
who built her home with
her husband in 1934,
couldn't afford to move
from her residence, which
after the Panhellenic help,
will meet the minimum
standards.

l

USF officials said yesterday
they were not concerned about a
bill filed in the legislature which
would ban all dorm visitation by
members of the opposite sex.
Rep. Richard Langley, RClermont, has filed the bill
calling for the end of dorm
visitation, allowing only parents
to visit dorm rooms.
"THE BOARD of Regents
<BORJ has entirely abused its
discretion in this area," Langley
said. "It's not for me to vote
money to promote immoral or
imprudent conduct."
He said he conducted a poll
through the newspapers in his
area and 82 per cent fo the people
who responded favored his bill.
Housing and Food Services
Director Ray King said, "I don't
know anything about this bill but
I seriously doubt if it will go
through."
ASSISTANT Vice President for
Student Affairs Dan Walbolt and
SG Secretary for Resident A.ffairs Steve Nichols said they did
.not feel the bill would be passed.
"All that tells me is 82 per cent
of the people he talked to in
Clermont were in favor of his ·
bill," Walbolt said. "I don't think
the majority of people in the state
would be in favor of it."
The BOR policy gives residents
the choice of having or not having
visitation, or of having only
partial visitation.
LANGLEY, who opposed the
18-year-old majority rights bill,
informed of these choices and
that it should not be up to the
student to decide.
"Should the prisoners make the
rules in a prison or the soldiers
make the rules in the army?" he

siad. "The one who supports the
institution should be the one to
make the rules."
Walbolt said prior to the 18year-old majority rights bill USF
was very careful to inform
parents of all the visitation rules
and option.
"NOW THERE are very few
parents we need to inform .
because students have the
choice," he said. -.
King said he didn't think
. Langley had carefully examined
the BOR policy and should take
into consideration everyone
· does not have to have visitation.
Nichols said visitation is an
emotional issue wi.th only a small
part of the taxpayers.
LANGLEY said the ·current
visitation policy took away the
'.'rights of privacy" for residents.
"If my child doesn't want
visitors in at some time and her

roommate does then her right to
privacy is· governed by what her ··
roommate wants," he said.
·
Walbolt said he didn't think
that was a legitimate concern
because students could choose
what kind of visitation · they
wanted, choose their roommate
and transfer rooms if they
wished.
·
HE SAID, "I think our students
have for the most part acted very
responsibly about visitation. Both
the BOR and the Cabinet have
recently passed an amendment
extending the hours. I think that's
a vote of confidence."
Langley said he had not spoken
to any students before filing ·his ·
bill because he was sure · they ,
"would overwhelmingly ._ be ·op.- '
·
·
posed to it."
"If you talked to prisoners they ·
would all tell yot,t they should be
let out," he said. ·
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Two graduates of USF,
Mike Rose & Bob Willis,
lead Christian probers
.

.

.

BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Managing Editor

While many have been following the investigations leading to the
indictment of Education Commissioner Floyd Christian last week, few
realize two of the key probers are USF alumni.
James "Mike" Rose, staff director of the Joint Senate House
Legislative Auditing Committee, and Bob Willis, ·assistant state attorney assigned to the special prosecution unit, are both USF
graduates. Rose, an economics major, graduated in 1972 and Willis
finished his degree work in 1969.
THE TWO did not always move in s4ch powerful, influential circles.
"I was a bartender while I attended school and was an apprentice
locksmith that summer (after graduation)," Willis said.
Following his summer as a locksmith, Willis, an English major with ·
minors in Philosophy and Journalism, entered law school at the
University of Florida where "my one outstanding accomplishment
was being named chancellor of the honor society." He also joined Blue
Key, an organization whose sex-restricted membership practices
have recently been criticized:
"It still is a chauvinistic operation from all I kno~,'' Willis said. "I
went to one meeting; when they initiated rµe. I thought the t~ing would
look good on my wall."
.
WHILE I!\: law school, Willis earned tuition in a familiar way ... .he
tended bar. In November of 1972 he tried a different kind of bar and
successfully passed his law examinations. Two months later he joined
the state attorney's staff working on general cases until June when he
joined the special prosecution division.
"I've tried just about every kind of felony there is in the special
prosecution unit, from grand larceny to murder," Willis said.
For Rose, the road to the Capitol was more direct. While still at USF
he headed the then-influential USF Student Finance Committee which
kept a close watch on University spending and internal fund
distribution. Shortly after graduation in 1972, Rose joined the Auditing
Committee where his days have been packed with business.
Continut>d on pagt> :1
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Jury rules Wednesday on aides'

NEW YORK - Nine men and
three women are expected to
begin deliberating the fate of
former Nixon cabinet officers
John Mitchell and Maurice Stans
Wednesday afternoon , the
presiding judge in the historic
trial said yesterday.
Judge Lee Gagliardi made the
prediction after both the
prosecution and the defense
rested shortly after 3 p.m .
Flatly contradicting the former
commerce secretary, John Dean
testified he never told Stans there
was no obligation to reveal
Robert L. Vesco 's secret 1972
Nixon campaign contribution of
$200,000 to federal investigators.

SLA note sent
SAN FRANCISCO - A penciled note and tape recording

Compiled from the news wires of

Blast ignites fire

United Press International

NEW YORK - An explosion
blew away half of one side of a 25story office building in midManha ttan yesterday, setting off
a fire and heavily damaging an
18-story apartment building one
block from the United Nations .
Ninety-three persons, including
11 policemen, were hurt; eight
seriously.

claiming to be from the Symbionese Liberation Army <SLAJ
yesterday threatened that five
California peace officers would
be killed " for every SLA member
murdered ."
The latest message in the 11week-old Patricia Hearst kidnaping was mailed to the
Sacramento Bee newspaper in
California's capital city. Bee
executives said there seemed to
be some doubt that the message
was authentic, and the FBI was
attempting to verify it. Miss
Hearst was abducted by the SLA
Feb. 4.

ment's stop-and-search manhunt
for the "Zebra" gunmen who
have slain 12 persons.
The suit was filed by the
American Civil Liberties Union,
six black men and 13 lawyers,
including professor Anthony G.
Amsterdam
of
Stanford
University, architect of the
successful fight to get the death
penalty
declared
unconstitutional.

ACLU files suit

Panel plans request

SAN FRANCISCO - A second
suit was filed yesterday by blacks
protesting the police depart-

WASHINGTON - The senior
Republican member of the House
Judiciary Committee , Rep .

Edward Hutchinson of Michigan,
disclosed the impeachment
inquiry panel has prepared
another request for White House
material in addition to that
already demanded in the subpoena.
Meanwhile Pres . Nixon, facing
a Thursday deadline, spent much
of his time yesterday in consultation with his lawyers and
aides to decide on a response to
the unprecedented congressional
subpoena for his Watergate
tapes.

NATURAL HEALTH FOODS
PH: 932-5254
14401 FLA. AVE.
WORTHINGTION
NATURAL VITAMINS
MEATLESS
MEATS
COSMETICS
BREADS; CEREALS
HOFFMAN PRODUCTS
PLUS FRESH FRUITS & VEG. YEAR ROUND
CHECK OUR PRICES!!
10 percent DISCOUNT

Vet fee exemption passes
TALLAHASSEE - The House
Education Committee overwhelmingly passed a bill
yesterday exempting Vietnam
veterans from tuition payments
at state supported universities.
The bill would give the
veterans , who are residents of
Florida , a tuition free education
for 36 months in addition to
federal GI bill payments ,
currently $220 per month .
The Committee said more than
26,000 ·veterans are enrolled as
full time students .
In other legislative action:
- the Senate refused to go
along with the idea of doubling
every Floridians's homestead
exemption and denying any
property tax break for residents
arriving after New Year's Day .
- the House passed a bill which
asks judges to give a five-year
sentence for felonies involving
the use of a firearm .
- the House approved a bill
which would give patients in
hospitals and nursing homes the
right to see their medical
records.

Adams to run
TALLAHASSEE - Lt. Gov .
Tom Adams, who escaped impeachment by 17 votes less than a
year ago , challenged Gov.
Reubfn
Askew
for
the
Democratic. nomination for
governor yesterday .
Without calling Gov. Askew 's
name, Adams issued a news
release hitting the "consistent
lack of leadership over these past

weather

Partly cloudy through
tomorrow. A chance of
thundershowers today.
Lows in the upper 50s to
lower 60s. Highs in the mid
to
upper
80s.
Rain
probability 40 per cent.

r

•

wire news
edited by
Sheila Hooper

nearly four years , coupled with a
philosophy foreign to the views
and values of the great mass of
Floridians.''

being opened to the public in
January , ineluding questions on
tree seedlings, stolen welfare
checks ,
marijuana
and
acupuncture.

Want a
FREE TUNE UP?

YOUR GOOD HEALTH IS OUR CONCERN

...............................................

!• CHAINWHEEL
:

Bicycle Shop

••
:

All bikes fully
assembled
; & guaranteed

!

Harris testifies
TALLAHASSEE - State Rep .
Marshall Harris of Miami took to
a grand jury yesterday his
assertion that Sen. Edward
Gurney, "committed a clear-cut
violation" of law when he failed
to report as a gift a 1972 contribution of $100,000.
Harris was before the grand
jury nearly two-and-a-half hours,
including one hour when it
listened to a videotape of a
December news conference in
Jacksonville in which Gurney
admitted he had found out about
a $100,000 contribution but had no
way of reporting it.

Christian discussed
TALLAHASSEE - Lt. Gov . .
Tom Adams said yesterday he
hopes the charges that led to
Education Commissioner Floyd
Christian's indictment "are as
groundless as were those against
me ."
Adams said he has no
knowledge of the allegations that
led to Christian's indictment by a
grand jury and which a House
committee is considering for a
possible
impeachm~nt
recomendation, so it would be
inappropriate for him to comment in depth.

Office helps public
TALLAHASSEE - The Senate
Ombudsman's Office has handled
over BO inquires a week since
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.
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AA UP, UF F me rge
USF's chapter of the American Association of
University Professors CAAUP) has voted to form a
coalition with the United Faculty of Florida CUFF),
AAUP's Membership Committee Chairman Willis
Truitt said,yesterda y.
UFF was formed when the Florida Higher
Education Association CFHEA) and the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT) merged earlier this
month.
TRUITT GAID the AFT-FHEA merger was approved unanimously at USF and the coalition with

UFF was approved by a vote of more than two to
one on favor.
Truitt said he felt the merger would benefit AAUP
because. UFF had greater resources and lobbying
power than AAUP has.
A

"Unity Celebration " will be held
April 30 at the Gates Apartments
Recreation Center, he said.
He said all faculty are invited and refreshments
will be served.
·
·
·
B p.m.

IAlu mn i I
Continued from page

The
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"THE COMMITTEE'S role is
to provide legislative oversight,
and we've been doing some of
I
that with the Real Estate Com- · I
mission," Rose said. "But with
t
our investigations of, one, Tom
Adams; two, USF and the bidding thing; and three' Christian,
we have not nad a whole lot of
time."
The committee completed a
t
full probe of Lt. Gov. Tom Adams
after it was revealed he was
t
using state employes to work on
1
his farm. The committee also
recently finished investigating
charges of bid collusion and
conflict of interest in connection
· with a USF audio-visual contract
and. termed the University's
handling of the affair as "a
shame."
However, the Christian probe
has occupied most of Rose's time
for over <\ year. Rose said he
began the probe after analysing
stories by Betty Orsini of the St.
Petersburg Times and found
contract patterns were "too
coincidental" to escape a probe.
Upon recommend ation from
Rose's committee, Gov. Reubin
Askew early last month assigned
the case to the special prosection
unit, headed by attorney Austin.
SINCE THEN, the two USF
_alumni who say they never knew
each other while in school, have
worked closely and erxchanged
much information. Much of the
investigative work was done by
Rose, Willis aid, although he said
the prosecutors uncovered much
"through our subpoena power."
Both men obviously have a high
sense of integrity. Protecting the
individual's rights is of primary
consideration in any probe, Rose
said.
When not involved in legal or
investigative affairs, both men
·enjoy sailing and Rose also enjoys reading.

River Riot
IS

:

Cycle race

Photo by Dale

Qua~tin

Randy Best, 2BIO, is not astride the cycle he rode in
the Pi Kappa Alpha 100-mile bike marathon this
Saturday and Sunday. The club collected approxima tely
$1,400 in this venture and at a dance Saturday night,
with the money going to muscular dystrophy charities.

Offi cer' s dism issa l
.j usti fied ': Urav ich
1

Public Safety and Security Director Paul Uravich in a memo to
Equal Opportunities Specialist for Adminisatrat ive Affairs Phyllis,
Hamm yesterday said the firing of officer Charles Moore was
justified.
Hamm had recommended Friday that Moore be reinstated because
she said there was not enough documentation of reasons to terminate
him.
·
She said Uravich told her in a memo "he didn't think it was
· necessary to discuss it further."
"Uravich said I drew conclusions that we didn't discuss and then
made my recommenda tion," Hamm said.
Uravich said he had not changed his mind on Moore's case and still
did not feel he should discuss the incident with the media.
"I'm puzzled by this case," Hamm said. "There's nothing in his file
to show this man's work was unsatisfactory. Too many department
heads feel it's unnecessary to document things during the
probationary period."
She said she would take the matter to Vice President for Administrative Affairs Ken Thompson today.

Filing deadlin e

Com ing

games, music, food, ·laughter
merrim ent

. .... ~

,

-~ 1
~
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set Friday for

TOMORROW

Senior offices

"prop hesy in the New Age"

Friday is the last day students
may file their senior class officer
candidacy.
The
Office of Student
Organizations, UC 217, is accepting applications.
Elections for Senior Class
officers will be May 1-2 in the UC
Lobby and Andros Cafeteria. Any
student with 90 hours or more is
eligible to vote.

Decals availab le
USF vehicle decals can be
purchased from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the University Police station.
Yearly decals are $6 for cars and
$2 for bicycles.

psychic

BERNADENE VILLA NUEV
Lecture & Discussion

APRIL 24 8:00 p.m.

FREE

LAN 103
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~Invention' bill pressures

profs
Who is the leg islature trying to kid "
Faced with accusations of publish or
perish policies and problems of padding
in graduate student enrollm ents, some
sena tors have filed a bill which would
allow the Board of Regents <BOR J to
"ow n trademarks, copyrights and
patents" and thu s "encourage in ventions" by State University System
(SUSJ faculty.
Th ese legislators hav e evidently
failed to recognize the ca use-effec t
relationship between a pressurized
producing system and enrollment
padding which develops when an overworked professor (or an under budgeted department ! must offer
courses which he (or they J does not
have the energy or resources to teac h.
THE BOR has reportedly lobbied
strongly for art inventor's patent bill while overlooking faculty and administrative involvement in enrollment
padding, as some BOR members attempt to blame students for the fact
that " crip " courses are offered or
required .
Both legislators and BOR members
should realize the distinction between
a "crip " and an elective course . But
more importantly, they should see the
difference . between an energetic
professor who can teach and · a
professor whose instruction is weak
becau.se he feels his first obligation (to
the state, and in tenure cases, to his
family) is to publish or invent.

Oxford wants graffiti walk
Editor:
In regard to the outr_age felt by the
Oracle concerning- "sidewalk vandalism," I feel a few 'words are in order.
There was a time when toleration of
the Oracle's weak editorializing
seemed more acceptable ~ Pathetic
attacks upon controversial issues could
be explained when one considered their
status. Fear of being scooted· off
campus helped to dampen the editorial
page and r:ealizing the.Oracle is nothing
. more than
"'lab" -for future jour. nalism students, -puts their recent
history . of muckraking in proper
perspective. Well, Cecil finally let them
stay but the Oracle insists on remaining
what . it has always been - a squeaky
wheeL ·

a

I CANNOT UNDERSTAND the
horror that must have shaken the
1 Oracle office when the .first news of the ·
· muddy adulteratio,n of a campus
-sidewalk, trickled in. The editorial
writer~ must have twitched with ex-citement r~alizing there was a·wrong in
·the air and that personal attacks could
· be avoided . Evert -the master of eyesores · himself, Terry· Kirkpatrick,
swung his mop into action (some say he
uses a pen) and stained another page
with his stupid ·cartoon graphics.
When Kirkpatrick began working for
-the Oracle I restrained my criticism by

( letters J
assuming his artwork could only improve. At this point I believe it never
will.
The whole fervor created around the
incident really confuses me. Suggesting
the weakening of the morale of some of
the Physical Plant workers is very
humorous (something new for the
Oracle) . I find it hard to imagine-one of
these masons, towel in hand, lamenting
the defacing of his creation, in some '
dark corner of a bar. Stating that the
-vandalized sidewalk is now of no use, or
even dangerous to the blind and handicapped is somewhat of an
exaggeration (something not so new for
the Oracle). If anything, the grooves in
the cement might help to create
traction for a wheel chair for the fifty
feet of inclined walkway. The ramps
leyding into the UC are well marred for
that same reason but no one seems to ·
object.
AFTER READING MUCH of the
scriptions (sic) engraved into. tl'le.
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. cement, I really felt good. I could sense
the excitement expressed in each of the
authors as they made their own private
statements for thousands to read in the
future. Graffiti has its own kind of
warmth which is hard to define. It of. fers a free and honest exprei:;sion tha_t ·
sometimes shocks an extremely
moralistic society or suggests thought
for the viewer.
USF is a spacey and cold university
in appearance. I feel a touch of
sidewalk art does nothing more than
express 11 sense of togetherness among
people. I resent the "you didn't have
permission" attitude expressed by the
Oracle and sipcerely hope the sidewalk
stays as is.
John Oxford
4COM
Editors' note: The Oracle still believes the
sidewalk vandalism was an outrageous act and that
graffiti is out of place when it destroys_ a facility
which must be used by all University community
members.
1.
Cartoonist Terry Kirkpatrick's fans far outnumber
his few critics.

letters policy
The Oracle welcomes letters
to the editor on all topics. All
letters must be signed and
include the writer's student
classification and telephone
number.
Letters will be limited to 150
words.
Letters should be typewritten
triple spaced. The editor
reserves the right to edit or
shorten letters.
Mail boxes are located in the
UC and Library for letters to
the edit.o r.

WE FIND IT heartening the ~enate
Education Committee continues to
remind university administrators that
the state does not uphold a "publish or
perish" policy, but we hope they will
remind their colleagues - who are
filing bills promoting additional out-ofclass research - of the effects at some
institutions when publishing or investing is encouraged.
These are effects the SUS does not
want.
No kidding .

Watts cuts
Silver letter
Editor:
Tut-tut, Dr. Silver. Being one who
proclaims the value of the publication
so loudly you should know to examine
what you have written before you have
it published. I refer to your letter in 17
April's Oracle; a letter so-full of venom
and vague generalities that even the
worst English teacher in Florida's high
schools would ridicule it.
It leads me to believe that all you
learned at Vanderbilt was how _to print
your name and the word professor,
certainly not the restrictions of intellectual rigor.

Jerry Watts
4PHS

Tnis pubHc document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$148,696.45 or 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students,
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. (Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
by advertising revenue.) .

DOONESBURY
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BY MARY RUTH MYERS

":1-

Oracle Staff Writer
Funds held by the USF
to
amounted
Foundation
$1,283,262 in 1973, according .to
Development Director Terry
Edmonson.
The Foundation's 1973 audit"
shows an increase of $12,886 over
1972.

--ORA CLE

Bulletin Board

TODAY
USF Lacrosse Club
The USF Lacrosse Club w i ll practice today
. and Thursday afternoon at 5:30 on the in . tramural football fields. All students and
staff are invited to participate. Beginners
are especially welcome.
History Community
Dr. Ailon Shiloh will speak on " Disaster
Behavior in Historical Perspective:
Guidelines to 21st Century Programming" at
7 p.m. in UC 203 .
Baptist Campus Ministry
The topic of discuss i on will be ,
"Graduation - Now What? " at 6:30 p.m. in
the Ministry. Lunch is offered at 11 :30 a.m .
to l p.m. for 75 cents Thursdays. There will
be an. all-night craft party Friday .
SIMS
The Students International Meditation
Society will have an introductory lecture on
the technique of Transcendental Meditation
as taught by Maharishi MaheshYogi. Meet in
UC 251 at 7: 30 p.m. Everyone interested is
invited .

Applicatio ns
being accepted
for loans
The Office of Financial Aids
will accept applications for Short
Term Loans for Qtr. 4
Registration Fees May 6 through
June 5, Assistant Director of
Financial Aids George Mccowen
said yesterday .
"These loans are open to any
student who needs the money,"
Mccowen said . " We have a short
application form the student
must fill out , but no big investigation is done. If the student
says he needs money , we assume
he needs it. "
students
said
Mccowen
receiving loans will need an adult
co-signer on the note. Payment
on the loans will be due August rn.
Mccowen said a tota l service
charge of $4 .10 will be imposed on
each loan of $190.

Election set
Elections for the Natural
Science Council will be held May
8, but applications should be filed
by May 1, Sha ron Pa rrott, a
Council spokesman . said .
Any declared Natural Science
major can appl y to run . she said .
Applications can be fil ed in SCA
406.

5

University Chapel Fellowship
There will be a Godspell rehearsal at 7: 30
p.m . and male vocalists are needed . Meet in
the UCF .
WEDNESDAY
Sierra Club
Ralph Schreiber, a doctoral student, will
be the speaker for the presentation of a slide
show on the Brown Pelican and birds of the
Tampa Bay area . The meeting will start at
7:30 in UC 252-W .
SAO
There will be a meeting with a speaker
from the IRS at 2 p.m . in BUS 107. Everyone
is inv ited to attend .
Faculty-Staff Bible Study
Galat ians 4 will be studied in the Andros
Conference Room from 12-12 :45 p.m . Any
stall member is invited to attend .
University Chapel Fellowship
Visitation with people in St. Loke's
Methodist Church in Plant City will be at
6:30 p .m . If a ride is needed call 988-1185 and
meet at the UCF .
College Republican Clu·b
The College Republican Club is ha v ing a
meeting at 4 p.m . in UC 204. All are
welcom ed to attend . ·
Aereopagus
Th ere will be a seminar by Dr . James F,
Strange on " New Testament Archaeology.' '
Anyone interested is invited to attend at 2
p.m. in LAN 245.

Women' s Center
Betty Castor will speak on " Women in
Politics" in UC 251 ai 7:30 p.m . Everyone is
i nvited at attend.
USF Tampa Bay
Rallye Club
There will be a club m eeting discussi ng the
upcoming rallye "Tried and Yukky," with
hints offered . There will also be plans made
for lhe upcoming elect ions. Anyone interested in fun is inv ited to attend in UC 255
at 8:30
THURSDAY
Seminar Program
Dr . Virgil C. Boekelhelde from the
University of Oregon will speak on ."Novel
The Hole In the
Aromatic Molecules Doughnut ." The lecture will begin at 4 p.m.
105.
in CHE
Student Nurse Association
of Florida
There wil be a meeting in the Nursing
at 12 : 15 p.m. for memTrailer
Classroom
bers and prospective members.
USF Windjammers
There will be a weekly meeting at 6 p.m . in
UC 203 . Why not join the most active socia l
and special Interest club on campus for fun,
sailing and sunshine?
SATURDAY
USF Tampa Bay
Rallye Club
" T r ied 1md Yukky " - a fun rallye will be
l<J<l6 y with r egistration at 7 p.m. and the first
cnr oul a l B p .m . Th e r eg istration fe e is $2.50
for c lub member s. S3 lor all USF studenls
and car c lub m em ber s and $3.50 for all
oth er s. An y k in d of ca r ca n be in a fun rallye.
Brinn it pen, a flashlight, and a sense of
humo r. T here wll I be two people in a car .
·
Continuins Even1s
CONTINUING EVENTS
Counseling Center
for Human Development
Th o Center is off er ing a program for
stude n ts wh ose stud y ha b its and .or test
ncrform " nce 5uffc r a5 a r e~ult of fear and
a nx iet y >lc fore ex am s. If you ar e interest ed

.

Edmonson, ' the Foundation's
executive director - secretary,
said it is a non-profit corporation
which collects private funds and
contributions for the University.
He said several changes have
been made in the Foundation's
accounts since last year's audit,
such as the selling of the
University Apartments and
transference of several accounts
to USF.
"The Foundation just can't
handle a lot of these little accounts so we're encouraging
them to spend their money," he
said. "Also we're duplicating
services of the University so
we're moving some of these
funds."
The audit shows $654,625 in
restricted
and
general
scholarship funds and $180,503 in
funds for student loans.
Edmonson said these funds are
distributed through Financial
Aid .
"There is also some scholarship money in our general
research fund ," he said. "The
research money isn't for grants
in the usual sense but it is for
research in the University."
Edmonson said there is a
possibility these research funds
will be transferred to USF,
because he feels the Foundation
is duplicating University services
by handling them.
r.eason I'm
"The only
hesitating is for the convenience
to the head of a department or
research group, " he said. " It 's a
lot easier to use the Foundation
as a bank than the University."
The audit shows there was
$11,043 in the general research
fund in 1973.
The Foundation has three
endowment funds: a general
endowment fund , a Bay Campus

fund and a restricted endowment
fund.
The restricted endowment fund
is for scholarships and the
fund,
general endowment
amounting to $151,522 1973, is
"plowed · back" into the Foundation to draw interest, · Edm.onson said.
"The Bay Campus fund · is
money that was raised several
years ago for renovation of the
Bay G!ampus facilities," he said .

"Now it's used mainly for the .
purchase of equipment."
The College of Medicine had an
account of $150,870 in 1973, the
audit shows. This money will be
used for various purposes in the
College, Edmonson said.
The audit also shows the pooled
investment fund contained
·
$37,617 in 1973.
"This is an internal ~ystem
within the Foundation to invest
some of the · money," he said.

PIPE AND POUCH

9326
Ph.
933-2176 Floril.and Mall
,,......................................................................................................................

~

I
GOT A GRIPE ABOUT
I
THE
UNIVERSITY HEALTH. CENTER?

I·

i
i

i

I
I~ Come by the Women's Center, UC 159. I~
I We are soliciting written complaints on ~
. I~
. .
I~ this matter.
~

l ....................................................................................................................J

PLEASE DON'T LEAVE
IN
"H"
THE
M.AHARAJAH.

OFF

It's true . Westerners tend
to leave the "h" off the end
or MAHARAJA"H".
But those or us who enjoy
gourmet food from INDIA
and AFRICA, know better!
MAHARAJAH INC.
5805 N. 50th St.

Tampa, Fla. 33610 open
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

LARRY KRAMER and MARTIN ROSEN present KEN RUSSELL'Stilm of

~

D. H. LAWRENCE'S .

"WOMEN IN LOVE"
. Film Art

oo;J Fri. April 26, Sat. April 27

7: 30 & 9: 45 p.m. ENA $1.00 Series
......., .......................,.....-jl..............................

.ENJOY
TRANSCENDENTAL
MEDITATION
as taught by Milharishi Mahesh Yo.gi
There will he a free introductory lecture
·Tuesday and Wednesday, April 23th & 24th
at 7:30 p.m., in the University Center, room 251

i n parti ci pa t ing in th is program, plea se call
J orr~o Ga r c ia at th e Counseling Center for
Hum o n D e v e lopm e nt ir· the A ndros

Buildi ng at 97 4.2866 o r 2853. For a
for vete rans c all Paul
\IJ1 1Lrl <Jr H c·c !or Go n w le 1 al 97 4-2033 o r 2866 .
C lcp,·~room

5 i mil~ r

p r og r a m

Students International Meditation Societ
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IT'S TIME TO REFORM
CAMPAIGN FINANCING

Experts discuss exorcism
as societal phenomenon
A discussion on - "Exorcism"
Possession and You" will replace
this month's Focus debate
sponsored by the Speech
department.
The symptam will fe<*e a
panel of three experts <llrd a
moderator and is scheduled
today at 7:30 p.m. in the UC
Ballroom, Dr. Gerald Partney,
director of the Focus debate
program and assistant professor
- of Speech, said.
PANEL MEMBERS include
Dr. James Strange, assistant
professor of religious studies;
James
Palmer,
assistant
prcifessor of English, and William
Heim, assistant professor of
English.
Partney will moderate the
program. _

forum
Heim and Strange will talk
primarily about the history of
denomic possessions and the
occult while Palmer will provide
a Existential and common sense
meaning to the discussion.
Partney said he also hopes to
have a representative from the
Campus Ministry Association
present.
THE - EXPERT
panel
discussion is replacing the usual

John W. Gardner, Cha irm an
Common Cause
Former Se c retary
of Health, Education and Welfare

debate format of pro and con to
allow more time and to examine
more broadly the phenomina of
Exorcism. This is not a
discussion of the book or movie
"The Exorcist," Partney said,
but rather a symposium dealing
with "The Exorcist" and all the
interest it has created in exorcism .

"Wouldn't it be gr.eat if you didn't have to take a singl e
dime from anybody? '' snid Senator Philip Hart of M1ct1igan. He had in mind th e uncomfortable. someti mes degrading , experiences that political candidates have when
they go hat--in-hand to potential donor s for contributions.
The costs of political campaigns have gone sky -high_
And mo riied special interests are always glad to meet
those costs in behalf of the candidate. The inevitabl e
result has been corruption, scandal and public mistrust
of the political process .
Today in most districts and states, candidates can 't
run for public office unless they are rich, or unless they
are willing to put themselves under obligation to sources
of funds. That isn't the kind of country we started _out
to be.
There are honest contributors who give out of conviction, and there are honest politicians who don't repay
gifts with political favors. But let's lace it: most large
political gilts are made with the intent to buy influence,
buy votes , buy politicians.
The first principle of free self-government is accountability of government to the citizen. Elections are the
chief means through whi<;:h citizens enforce that accountability. But if the winning candidate feels that his first
obligation is to his big campaign donors, public accountability is destroyed.
Here are some of the necessary ingredients of reform.
1) There must be low ceilings on individual or committee gifts.
2) There must be limits on spending - although
these must not be set too low or they will handicap
cha I lengers.
3) There must be full public disclosure of all gifts
and expenditures. One of the most powerful forces for
clean government ever discovered is the light of day.
4) There must be an independent enforcement commission with subpoena powers and the power to go to
court. It is shocking but true that no federal campaign
financing Jaw has ever been seriously enforced by the
Justice Department.
Many are now beginning to see that there is one further
necessary ingredient if we are to have a responsible and
competitive political system - namely, an element of
public financing in campaigns_
Money for campaigns need not cc-me totally and ex- .
elusively from public funds. The bill recently debated in
the Senate permits a role for money from private sources,
although it places a ceiling on the size of gifts. It encourages small private contributions by providing that they
will be matched up to $100 each with public funds at the
primary level.
No candidate in the primaries will receive any federal
matched funds unless he or she has demonstrated the
ability to raise small private gifts up to a specific threshhold amount. This will screen out frivolous candidates or
candidates with no constituency .
There are legitimate questions as to the mechanics of
public financing, but these questions can be dealt with.
The real question is whether we intend to put behind us
once and for all a system of campaign financing in which
money can buy political outcomes._
There is much more to do. And the time to do it is now.
The American people are ti red of being bilked and manip"
' ulated. It's time to give this country back to .its people,. .
For additional information, write Common Cause, 2030 M
St. N.W., Washington, D.C . 20036.

G-MAN

Garbage Service
own your own
garbage service

Prof see disasters
Shiloh predicts the 21st century
will have extreme disasters with
people's behavior matching the
disaster. With 70 per cent of
Americans living on two per cent
of the land now, Shiloh forsees
atomic warfare in the 21st century
based
on
today's
megalopolis society. Such
population concentration~ increase chances of disa_ster, Shiloh
said.
Shiloh believes one can learn
from history and that present
trends can prepare for future
disasters. Shiloh said he can
predict future behavior patterns
and has outlined appropriate
programs.

BY JEFF STRANGE
-Oracle Entertainment Editor

Dr. Ailon Shiloh, professor of
Anthropology, is discussing
"Disaster Behavior in Historical
Perspective" today at 7 p.m. in
UG 203. Shiloh will also present
program guidelines to the 21st
century.
Shiloh will be discussing
natural-and man-made disasters
of the past such as wars, famines
and earthquakes. He will study
people's
relationships
to
disasters and wilt' establish a
· · pattern of behavror in rega:rd to
their lifestyles.
"ONE GROUP of x number of .
people .will panic ~ " he said:
· Ariother group becomes survival
SHILOH has done research in
ori¢nted, wanton 'in their ways
mental
hospitals in the- unhed
and' turn -to drinking drugs and
se~'. A third · group _will turn to ., States but h;:ts done most of his
work overseas in Africa, Asia and
relig'io11; - .in
extreme
the Middle East: ' He· has
manifestations. Still -another
published extensively and is the
grqup will .. fry to maintain or
author of "Alternativ.e s to
restore 'the previous patterns of
behavior and order. One of these · Doomsday," - a population
patterns is adjusting . to another - pollution syndrome . .
Dr. Shiloh's discussion is free
situation 'longer and more grim
a::id
presented by the History
then the previous disaster, Shiloh
Community.
· said:
·

Fein,ste. in e~plains
·f-ilm -distribution·
•

•

'r'I ' ': · ~-,

• • ,

.·; • ". ''. •

•

-

personalized
garbage service
PH 971-9818

NEBRASKA'. AT FOWLER
971-0007

BILLY JACK
Starring
TOM LAUGHLIN
DELORES TAYLOR
The most unusual box
office success of all time
Last three days

This space is contributed as a
People Service by The Van Heusen Company

Rated PG

•

·FOREIGN CAR OWNERS

.A. speciar discussion on inciependent film distribution is scheduled

·wednesday morriing, Stan Vanderbeek; director of the ."Future of the
_Image" series, said.
. . ,
· _...
_
Peter . Feinstein, head of the University Film Study Center at
Ma;ssachusetts Institute of Technology in Boston, will discuss the four', wall contract, cooperatives and 9ther alternative distribution .·
methods. Feinstein recently completed a national survey of indeperidant film distributors and the public seminar will ' deal with
· problems faced by independent filmmakers.
_
Feinstein's taik, from 11 a.m. to 1.p.m. in FAH 281 Wednesday; is
sponsored by the cine-video sequence. He will be on campus through
Friday giving talks to individual classes and assisting his wife Miriam .·Weinstein who will present three new works Thursday night as part of
the "Future of the Image" series. That lecture begins at7 p.m. in FAH
101, Vanderbeek said.
·
.
,
.
· Weinstein is a filmmaker and instructor at the .Cari)enter Center at
·Harvard University.
·'
·

Tired of being ripped-off on auto service?
Well stop in at-5601 E. Fowler

Ave.-~Temple

TEMPLE TERRACE FINA
Terrace, Fl. 33617--Phone 988-1974

FOREIGN MOTORCAR
SERVICE
"Honest work at an Honest Rate"

DRUGS
We will.save you money on

Specializing m DATSUN, TOYOTA and BRITISH MOTOR CARS
prescript;on~!

THE DRUG SHOP
"The small super disec.unt drug store"

10905· Nebraska
;::-.·;'.

Phone 971-84-01

MASTER
CHARGE

(most other makes serviced also)

BANKAMERICARD

Come on in and talk to people who really care about cars
Owned. and operated by USF alumnus
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Nixon death possible

7

Psychic discusses predictions
A woman described as the
nation's
"most
accurate
prophetess " will give a guest
lecture here Wednesday on
"Prophesy in the New Age "
which will include discussion of
the possible suicide or death of
President Nixon .
Bernadene Villanueva , who has
predicted hundreds of major
airline crashes and the end of the
Vietnam war to the month, will
speak tomorrow at 8 p.m .. in LAN
103, Robert Smith , SEAC information director, said.

suicide or death of President
Nixon, Smith said.
Her more notable local
predictions include one made
July 11, 1973 when she predicted
five major airline crashes within

six weeks, according to the
Tampa Tribune. The following
day, the paper carried the story
of a Brazilian jetliner which
crashed in flames six miles short
of Orly Airport in Paris.

WHEN A HORNY BULL
LOWERS HIS HEAD, HE IS
.NOT BEING HUMBLE.

Villanueva and her husband
Ernest are ordained ministers of
Halarion House, a creative
consciousness center in Tampa
which
offers
''New
Age
. Curriculum" in the occult,
metaphysical and self-help, yoga,
meditation, astrology,
numerology, palmistry, tarot and
ESP development.

~

In her lecture Wednesday she
will discuss recent Watergate
developments, an assassination
attempt on Henry Kissinger,
UFO sightings and the possible

Photo furnished

Psychic Bernadene Villanueva
..• checks her crystal ball for glimpses of the future

Sierra club to hear
b·rown pelican talk
The life of the brown pelicana Florida bird currently on the
endangered species list-will be
reviewed . ~ by a USF doctoral
candidate at tomorrow 's meeting
of the Tampa Bay area Sierra
Club.

Physicist shows
films tomorrow
John Scholfill, director of film
at the School Art Institute of
Chicago, will be on campus
Wednesday through Friday
presenting his films and lectures .
His .first public appearance is
Wednesday when he will show
films at 7 p.m. in the Business
Auditorium,
Will
Hindle ,
associate professor of Visual
Arts, said. Among those
scheduled are "Filmpiece for
Sunshine," "Xfilm," "Die, 1966,"
"Die, 1973" and "The Scientist."
Scholfill received his PhD from
the University of California at
Berkeley Lawrence Radiation
Lab.

Tampa•,

Fi::::--Jl

Chinese Cui1Jine

•Family Style Dinnera
• Takt: Out Orden

•Select

from

l7.J

roniplcte Chine~
M~nu _"ioups, Ap..-=1i1.cn,~

Ent re~, l>ea.i;crta

.f4

Cedrt.U1 S.rn4

,..,... .... Opelll

I

Ope" 4· 12: Daily
Sun. 1-10

'"Uili~UN"

=~

Ralph W. Schreiber, a candidate for a USF PhD in June,
has spent the past six years
researching
and
studying
pelicans
in
Florida
and
California . He will speak at 7: 30
p.m . in UC 252-West.
"I am just beginning to scratch
the surface," Schreiber said of
his work which is considered
more extensive than any other
research on the brown pelican.
"Though we know more about
the brown pelican than any other
aquatic bird in Florida, we really
don't know anything," Schreiber
said.

RIGHT SHOP
J,

EVERYTHING FOR THE

'I"" AVIATION

ENTHUSIAST

Log Books • Flight Coses •
Portable Radios • Cessna Piper
Beechcroft Owner Manuals •
_Headsets • Test Books •
Computers • Plotters • WAC &
Sectional . Charts including Corribean· • Head sets and Mikes •
Sunglasses • Most Complete Line
of Plcistic Scall' Models e Cups &
Glassw'ore •Ashtrays• Instrument
Charts •Flight Training Course~•
Aircraft Pictures • Aviation Books
& Magazines • A & P Mechanic
School •Aviation Jewelry • ELT's
•tech Publications•

FLY IN OR DRIVE IN
St. Petersburg-Clearwater Airport
St.· Petersburg, Florida 33732
813-531-3545

FLIG~
DEL TA AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

SAVE
50% on Tires
KING TIRE
WAREHOUSE
OUTLET
St.ff! Radial, Belted R.W.L.
Polyester & Nylon Most Sizes
In Stock

The Montezuma Horny Bull:™
1 oz. Montezuma Tequila.
,
5 oz. CONCENTRATED ORANGE
BREAKFAST DRINK.Over ice.
It's sensational, and that's no bull..

5411 E. Henry Ph. 621-4550
Open Mon.-Fri. 11-7

Sat. 9-2

monte·zuma·
.,

·

·

TEQ__UILA

c 197 4. 80 Proof. Tequi la·. Borton Distillers Import Co . New York. New York.

Have we got a summer
for you!
·,
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sports Nett ers final ly defe ated
BY DA VE MOO RM ANN
Oracle Sports Editor

Gingold falters .·
Greg Gingold, USF's
premier table tennis
to
traveled
player,
Lacrosse, Wisconsin in
hopes of winning the
Intercollegiate
National
Championships this
weekend, but returned to
Tampa a disappointed
· man.
Needing to finish at least
second in his bracket to
reach the playoffs, Gingold
placed third with a 5-3
record . Dave Phillips of
New York took the overall
title.

A rarity occured in men's
tennis yesterday afternoon-USF
lost.
Until the 6-3 setback to Florida
State, Coach Spaff Taylor's
squad had suffered only two
defeats in 15 outings, and had
taken nine consecutive dual
matches.
BUT THE BUBBLE finally
burst when USF ran into what
Taylor called a "really solid"
Seminole squad.
"They're the best we've
faced," he said of yesterday's
opponents . "Even their substitutes were really strong."
In defeat, the Brahmans. still
received exceptional individual
play as USF's top seed Oscar
Olea scored a 7-6, 7-5 victory over
22-year old Reggie Genois , a
member of the Canadian Davis
Cup squad.
"IT WAS A great match,"
Taylor said. "It was a good win
for Oscar."
Kevin Hedberg, with a victory
over Enrique Andrade, a former
teammate of Olea and Carlos
Alvarado' at Corpus Christi, gave
USF its other singles triumph.
The number three doubles

"I think at this point, I'm
pretty optimistic we'll
finish with our best record
-'-Spaff Taylor
ever."
team of Griff Lamkin and Gary
Roebuck provided the Brahmans
with their third point of the day.
"WE DIDN'T LOOK so good in
some places," said Taylor, "but
we looked good in the number
three and number one singles."
Yesterday's loss hasn't dim-

USF skiers
finish 3rd
Competing in its largest meet
of the year, USF placed third
among 17 schools at the Rollins
Spring Intercollegiate Water Ski
Tournament this weekend. The
Tars easily captured the tourney
with Florida Southern taking the
· runnerup position.
Sherrie Aly was USF's lone
individual winner, copping the
women's jump competition with
a 59-foot leap.

med talk of postseason competition for USF and Taylor said
with the team's 13-3 mark,
a
•is
play
postseason
"possibility ."
Following easy weekend victories over Cumberland, Tampa
and Vanderbilt and the loss
yesterday, USF has seven matches remaining. Taylor said he
believes USF can sweep them all.
"I THINK AT this point I'm
pretty optimistic we'll finish with
our best record ever," he said .
"We have to be careful of a

mental letdown though. "
Among the opponents left on
USF's schedule are Miami
Dade-South which meets the
Thursday,
Brahmans
Jacksonville University and
recent additions to USF 's slate.
New College and Flagler College.

Ear Piercing every
Saturday 11-5 $8.88
Factory Jewelry Outlet
4812 E. Busch Blvd.
988-9467

CAMPUS CYCLERY
~ICYCLE

CLINIC-BRING YOUR SICK BIKE TO US.
5224 FOWLER
988-9316

BICYCLE
SALES
AND
REPAIRS

%Mile East

From USF
tntrance

HOURS: 10-6, 10-5 SAT.

Delcraft

1S & 17 Ft.
Aluminum·

Wom en shine in tourn eys
BY RINDY WEATHERLY
Oracle Sports Writer
They didn't win any first place
trophies, but USF's women's
intercollegiate squads turned in a
pair of respectable performances
in weekend action.
The tennis team tied for fifth
' with Vanderbilt at the Southern
Collegiate tourney. in Columbus,
Miss., while the softball team
finished behind University of
1Florida and Flagler .College in
the Flori<;la Senior College Invitational· at St. Petersburg.
GAIL O'CONNOR 'stormed .
back from a ·f irst round loss to
'Jane Harsch of Vanderbilt win
the consolation singles as .the
Brahmisses .finished a notch
above their showing in the state
tennis tourney two weeks earlier.
"They played their hearts out,
·and they learned a lot," tennis
·coach JoAnne Young said. "Just ·
going, playing and . measuring
their degree of success was an
invaluable experience 'for them :"
After her threecset los's to
Harsch, l-6, 6-4; 6-4, O'Connor
- captured five matches in straight
sets finishing up .with a 6-3,6-4
victory over Louisia.na State's
. Meg Meyers in the consolation
finals.
"GAIL PLAYED a really good
first set against Harsch . Her
stroking was excellent. She just
lost steadiness on her backhand,"
Young said . "Her other opponents ¥.·ere easy, except
Silvanna Urroz."
Urroz , who knocked off USF 's
Sue Fane in the third consolation
round, lost to O'Connor 6-3 iwthe
first set arid was edged 7-6 in the
second .
In other singles matches,
USF 's Robin Edenbaum topped
Patsy Beauchamp·and Mary Ann
Viser, but fell t.o eighth-seeded
Donna Stockton of Trinity in the
· third round . Terry Sherlock also
grabbed a first round win before
bowing out , whipping Beverly
Thurman o'f Murray State 6-0,6-1.
BOTH OF THE Brahmisses'
doubles pairs were eliminated in
the third round , with O'Connor
and Fane losing to number six

seed Mary · Hamm and Val
Franta of Trinity University.
USF's softball team was not as
fortunate, finishing 2-2 in the St.
Petersburg tourney . After a
forfeit victory over Tampa, the
Brahmisses split with Florida
and lost to tourney winner

Flagler, leaving 16 on base in
their two defeats .
Debbie Wohlers had a double, a
triple and a home run as USF
ayeraged 13 hits per game ._Paula
Thrift also homered and Joanne
Rogers contributed a pair of
triples.

NOW RENTING:
Canoes & Backpacks
11

EASY
TRAILS

to

INC.

QUALITV"
CAMPING EQUIPMENT
8711 N. 40th St.
988-0045
Thur., Fri., 9-9
Mon., Tues., Wed., & Sat., 9-6

OUTFllTERS FOR CAMPING,
BACKPACKING, CANOEING

{Tlie largest selection of Freeze Dry Food in the area)
YOUR AUTHORIZED KEEPSAKE JEWELER
1500 So. Dale Mabry (on Neptune) Phone 253-3577 _)

SPE CIAL FOR APR IL
Donate on a regular blood plasma program and receive
up to $65 a month. Bring student l.D. or this ad and
receive a bonus with your first donation.
HYLAND DONOR CENTER
238 W. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, Fla. 33602
appointme nt available to fit your
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

cl~ss

8:00 to 2:30
schedule

CALL 253-2844
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/ntramurals

A WBG scores big
David Scott's four round trippers led a parade of 10 home runs as
AWBG blasted the Whiffers 21-1 in intramural softball action
yesterday.
Lloyd Dounn , Jack James , Ron Younger, Sonny Johnson and. Sid
Dyson also homered for AWBG, and the Whiffers' lone tal1y came on
Bruce Root 's four-bagger.
'
In dorm action, Beta teams split 2-2, with Beta Ground beating Beta
1 West 12-4 and Beta 2 East edging Alpha 4 West 3-1. Alpha 2 West
defeated Beta 1 East 9-3.
Eta 1 stopped Zeta 2 13-3 and Iota 3 eased past Theta 2 14-7 to round
out the dorm games.
Greek contests found Sigma Epsilon beating Sigma Nu 22-10, while
TKE overcame a 12-0 deficit, slipping past Kappa Alpha Psi 14-13.

Club cashes in
Finishing 22nd in a field of-78, this Ford
Pinto earned USF's Sports Car Club $125
at "Sebring Comes to Road Atlanta"

Saturday. Pro driver Chuck Singletary
did most of the driving in the three-hour
challenge race.

Adams lifts USF to
BY PAM JONES
Oracle Sports Writer
The Brahmans are back .
Coming off a three-game losing
streak, the Golden Brahman
baseball team picked up its third
victory in a row, defeating the
Eckerd Tritons 6-5 yesterday
afternoon .
A ONE OUT clutch single by
USF shortstop Chuck Adams with
the bases loaded in the bottom of
the ninth provided the winning
edge.
Designated hitter Bill Eerkes
contributed a three-run run , his
sixth this season, with two men
on in the sixth. "I was relaxed
today ," Berkes commented.
"The more relaxed I am, the
' better I hit. If you go up to the
plate with confidence and concentration, you can do the job ."
Starting pitcher Mark Baum
was replaced by sophomore
southpaw Jim Franklin at the top
of the seventh.
" They always play good
defense for me when I pitch,"
Franklin said. "Everybody was
really fired up."
YESTERDAY'S
APPEARANCE was only Franklin's
second of the season , and his first
win . " When you haven't pitched
in so long, you feel you have to
prove more," he said. Franklin 's
last appearance was in mid
March against Campbell College.
Tomorrow, USF goes to
Gainesville to take on the Gators
before travelling to Tallahassee
for a two-game set with the
Seminoles this weekend.
"BASEBALL ' S a game of
momentum ," said Berkes . " We
have momentum now and
everybody's up . It's a team effort
with everybody contributing. The
R II E

USF
020 003 001-6 7 :I
Eckerd
JOO 003 001-5 11 2
WP-Franklin.
LP-Saleski.
HR-Eerkes <USFl.

sports shorts
WFLA-TV Soccer Club advanced to the semifinals of
Florida Amatuer Cup play with a
3-0 victory over the Sarasota
Soccer Club here Sunday .
Frank Bono, Pete Mohrma nn
and Kevin Eaga n scored for the
defending champs who travel to
Miami May 5 to meet Mia mi
United in semi final action.

defense and the offense are in
harmony."
"We could beat any team if we

UNIVERSITY~

•

Win

wanted to," said Eerkes. "We're
finally getting the breaks our
way .' '

BICYCLE

CENTER
SALES and
REPAil~S

~E/dH
· Franchised Dealer

L220 E. Fletcher Ave.
I Ii'"" 11:00 1t111 - h:OO pm
l'lf(l\E '171-2277

Some of the
bestcoDep Students

·

are veterans. ·

If you are working toward a baccalaureate or
an advanced degree, you can get financial
help while in the Army. Or after. Today's
Army pays 75% of your tuition while in the
service. And when you successtully complete
your enlistment, you'll get 36 months of
financial assistance at the college of your
choice .
You can enlist for as little as two years with
your choice of travel to Europe or job training. Your starting pay is $326 a month. A
salary that goes a long way when you con- ,
sider meals, housing , clothing, medical and
dental care are all free.
If you're serious about continuing your education , today's Army is behind you . See your
local Army representative or call toll-free "
1 - 800 - 523-4800.
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Stude nt regents endorsed
equal representation of all nine state un_iversities, Davis said.
Davis said the bill now goes to the Senate floor and from there it will
go to the House of Representatives.
The SCSBP will meet this Saturday at Florida State University to
further discuss the bill and to review the bills in the legislature
regarding student fees.

BY STEVE SPINA

Oracle photo by Bill Cullerton

Moo

What, you may ask, is a
bovine creature doing at
riverfront
USF's
property? Well, we're not
sure but maybe the Golden
Brahman is "moooving"
home.

VVAWsets
Tallahassee
lobby effort

Oracle Staff Writer
Bill Davis, executive secretary for the State Council of Student Body
Presidents (SCSBP), met in Tallahassee last week with members of
the Senate Education Committee to "present the will of the council"
pertaining to the SCSBP's proposal to appoint student members to the
Board of Regents (BQR).
Davis, who is also executive assistant to USF SG. Pres. Richard
Merrick, was invited to Tallahassee by the Education Committee
staff.
THE COMMITTEE passed the bill, amending the original SCSBP
proposal callling for three students to sit on the BOR, representing all
state universities. The bill passed by the committee recommends two
students be appointed instead of three in order to keep the number of
Regents uneven .
"Students will," Davis said, "have representation in the governance
of the system. Students are more capable of comminicating our needs
and in putting into the system what our behavior would be in certain
·
situations."
The SCSBP's reasoning for having students on the BOR is
"students are consumers of the service," he said.
Davis went to Tallahassee on behalf of the SCSBP which
unanimously amended the bill to require Gov. Reubin Askew to appoint students to the Board from nominations of the SCSBP. Davis said
this would "insure democratic input."
The SCSBP would nominate two students, from different universities to represent students on the BOR, he added. _No student would be
able to sit on the Board more than one "consecutive year" to insure

p•··-----------------·
I
I
I
VILLAGE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
988-3896 I
.
I 10938B N. 56 st.

I
I
I

Got Spring -Fever?
Get Something To Cure It At The

._ ____________________ _
Psychology Club
presents the film

"Warrendale"
Tuesday, April 23rd LAN 103 8:00p.m.
Alan King's award-winning documentary
of a progressive residential treatment
center for emotionally disturbed children.

ISears I

The Tampa Bay Chapter of
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War (VVAW) will travel Friday
to Tallahassee to present
petitions supporting three
veterans' bills for the legislature,
Vice-Coordinator Ed Cooper said
yesterdiiY.
THE PETITIONS support
three bills, one of which has been
passed · by the House of
Representatives, he said.
"House Bill 2233 provides for
· ti.lition ·wavers at state univer- ·
sities for all veterans who served
from 1964 to the end of the
Vietnam hostilities,'' Cooper
said. "Bill 2234 gives tuition help
for Vietnam vets going fo private
institutions."
House Bill 2233 was approved
by the House yesterday.
The third bill would establish
state Veterans Affairs Department, Cooper said.
Cooper said interested persons
could contact the VV AW office at
924-9003 or Coordinator Carl
Brown at 626-7320.

Scientists, Engineers, Students
our two NEW electronic pocket

Slide-R ule
Calcula tors
give you instant square roots
. . . or can be used for everyday
bookkeeping with no special training!
The most sophisticated calculator we've
ever offered. Small but brilliant, this 8-digit
calculator does slide rule functions with split
second accuracy! Adds up to time-saver for
technicians who figure complicated math on
the road. Yet easy for family to use for simple
bookkeeping, too. Also has six-key memory
and automatic constant.

The World's Greatest
Summer School
Appalachian State· University_has the
WORLD'S GREATEST summer school.
That's quite a claim to make, but it's
·
·
true .
Appalachian thinks that sum-mer
school is just as important as any other
quarter of the year. arid they back it up
with a special curriculum ..
There are courses, workshops ,

Both calculators run on rechargea ble batteries or
hous e current and incl ude
recharger -.a dapter; case.

seminars and o-ther shOrt courses to fit
your schedule. An excellent faculty
makes . the course·s worth taking . There
are one-week, two-week, four -week and
six-week courses . The courses include
some 66 special workshops - workshops
dealing with what's happening . in the
world, specifically designed to deal with
trends and new technology, including
courses not offered during the rest of the
academic year .
· If· you're saying, "Sure, every
university has summer courses, " that ' s
true, but no other university can offer
the bonus of Daniel Boone Country, the
most popular recreation area in the
East. ASU is located in the heart of this
beautiful , unhurried area.
There you will find the Appalachian
Trail, the Blue Ridge Parkway, golf

with case and
adapter-recharger

95

169

A sophisticated calculator . . .• ideal for
students. Pocket size 8-digit calculator with
full memory. Calculates most slide rule functions quietly and accurately. Automatic constant, percent key, floating and fixed decimal.
• Calculates square roots, squares, reciprocals
• Has +/-change sign. Exchanges X and Y values

courses , majestic mountains, ·quiet
streams, family tourist attractions, the
leading craftsmen and artists . in the
country and an average summertime
temperature of 69 degrees. There ' s even
a day camp for children.
Let us tell you more. Just fill out. cut
out and send in the request form below.
We'll rush back informatio.n on the
summer school at Appalachian State
University, The Cool School.
Appalachian State Univ .
Boone, N. c. 28608
Name ....... . ....................... •
Address ........... . .. .. . . ...... . ... .
City, Stale .... . . .. . ................. ..

• Trigonometric· functions
• Square roots, squares
and reciprocals
• Quadratic equations
• Pi, +/-change sign
• Raises any number to
any power
• Exchanges X and Y
values
• Radians and degrees
• Performs logarithms
a Hyperbolic functions

with case and
adapter-recharger

~jl"S"~ars I
SEAllS, llOEJll'CK A\D \.0.

95

119

Use Sears Easy Payment Plan
TAMPA

q_ PETERSBl'RG

CLEARWATER

2010
E. Hillsboroullh
Phonr23f>.5711

2300
Bhd. ~ .
f'honr347-9021

1297
Minouri Avr.
Phoa•446-8171
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[

J

SUMMER jobs. Save over $2,000. Call Mr.
Abrams for interview 971-4470.
NEED dependable, honest person to work
part-time . Can negotiate full time.
Position-store clerk, nights. 2 min. from
campus. Blue Creative Work, 2102 E.
Busch Blvd. 935-4327.
WANTED-student to do housekeeping in
private home twice a month or possibly
once a week, 9:4, Day of week flexible. Call
935-1357 evenings.
COUNTER help wanted. Experienced
preferred. 11 to 2 Mon. thru Fri. Also 11 to 5
Mon. thru Fri. Apply in person-Dairy
Queen at Temple Terrace 10830 N . 56 St.
INSTANT BREAD! Instant work and pay on
the days that suit you. We need laborers
and warehouse workers. Days and
evenings. Just stop by our office at 6: 30
a.m. on the day you need to work. HANDY
ANDY, 1733 w. Kennedy.
-WANTED-Motorcycle Mech. w-extensive
exper'ience in 2 & 4 cycle engines. Make

some easy money in your spare time wpotential for future profits. Call evenings
988-2081 or 988-0128.

POSITION available. Partially paralyzed
male student living in own home adjacent
to campus with one other student in
residence needs an able-bodied male or
female to help present attendant. Private
room, board, tuition and small salary
provided. Must have references, be
dependable. Call 988-4985 for further information.

I

SERVICES OFFERED

I

TYPING, Fast, Neat, Accurate, Exp.
Turabian I BM Corrective Selectric.
Carbon ribbon. Pica or Elite. All types of
work. Close to USF . 988-0836 Lucy Wilson.
FAST accurate typing service. 48 hr. service
in most instances. 2 min. from USF.
Betwe_en 8:30 and 5:00 call 879-7222 ext.
238. After 6:00 Ci!ll 988-3435. Ask for Liz.
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
IBM CORRECTING Selectric, carbon
ribbon, pica or elite. Greek symbols. Exp.
Turabian, Campbell, APA, etc. 5 min.
from USF. Nina Schiro, 971-2139. If no
answer, 235-3261.

EVE CO now offers USF students 20 per cent
of on all mobile home supplies, and labor.
Skirting starting from $99.95. Patio Porch
10'x20' white w-any color trim. $159.95
Anchors installed for $9.95. 986-3072.
EXTRAORDINARY TYPIST-6plus quality
years. Dissertations-manuscriptsstatistics. I BM Selectric-carbon rib-elitepica. References. During all week call 6-8
a.m. or 6-10 p.m.-Anytime weekends-BJ
884-3909.
DO YOU live in an apartment or duplex? Do
you hate carrying your garbage to the
dumpster? No need to do it, call G-Man
GARBAGE SERVICE . Free gift-phone
971-9818.

,.ri : .
[
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LOST: All black Labrador Retriever without
collar. Last seen around Busch Gardens.
Please call 988-0519 after 5 p.m., if seen or
found.
LOST-Texas Instruments SR-10, in LIF
101 B ( Zoo-321). Case has pocket clip
broken. Reward for return or informatiori
leading to recovery. Contact Dave Neilphone 634-1797.
LOST: 1901 Illinois pocketwalch in the Fine
Arts parking lot 4-11-74. Reward of 540.00
contact Judy 971-7427.
FOUND one key in
Identify-LAN 472.

LAN-LIT

Building.

LOST April 16. Man's gold cross with chain
of much sentimental value. Reward' offered . Call 988-5775. Lost it between gym
and Physical Education building.

engaged in other educational experiences
this summer? Contact us about academic
credit. Qtr. 4 application deadline May 24.
Off-Campus Term Prog., FAO 122, 2536.
Orientation sessions M, W, F at 2 p.m. in
FAQ 10011! . Qlr. 4 enrollment in OCT
limited because of large numbers so act
NOW. See ad in TRAVEL also.
SEAC Quarter 3 Photo Contest entry forms
available at SEAC - offi~e rm 222. Deadline
April 25 at noon. All entries submitted to
CTR 222. Students, staff, faculty eligible.

I

uATE MATCHING •ervice. It's a simple,
inexpensive and fun way to get acquainted. For comple1e information, application, write New Friends, P.O. Bo;'(
22693. Tampa, Florida 33622.

WE'RE looking for a girl with her head
together to share our house on the
Hillsborough River near 40th SI. Neat,
private room with carpeting & phone. No
hassles-$56.25 per month + 1.a utilities.
Call Suzie, Mark or Duane 239-9114.

HAVE PROBLEMS? Call Helpline at 9742555. If you need to talk to a woman, call
the Women's Line al 974-2556.

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

I

(

REAL ESTATE

A-R-.-v-er-fr.~o-nt--C·.-B-.

111
9·0='A ..
LA_F_I

J

2-b·d·r·m·,.1'/..
2•ba.th

home. 15 mm. to Temple Terrace. S45,000
s acres for trailer or home; lfl acre
homesite wooded-Ss,soo; 1 section on river,
will divide; trailer parks, grove, ranches,
& commercial. Elsie Pickard, Inc. 6771677, 677-1248.

FUTURE CPA's Learn How to prepare for
the CPA Exam. Becker CPA REVIEW
COURSE. Call Collect: Jacksonville 904355-9037, Miami 305-373-2592, Tampa 813238 268
1.

r

MUSICAL

J

MARTIN D-35 ACOUSTIC GUITAR Cost
S600.00, will sell for S425.00. Call Hank 8722755 before 5:00, 971 -6829 after 6: 00.

TERRY'S

FREE Porsche 912 body, damaged but
repairable, with the purchase of newly
rebuilt Eng., 5so Trans-Axle, mi5C. parts
and· tools $1,200, write B. K. Morse, 515
Park Dr. N.W., Bradenton, Fl. 33505.
'72 CAPRI V6, 2600, 4-speed, decor group
_style wheels, $2,200. Call 258-2121.
FOR SALE: '68 Chevy Van Camper. Good
condition $1,095. Call 988-5064.

J

(TV, RADIO, STEREO

DON'T pay the high mail order prices.
Theive's Warehouse of Tampa. 1531 s.
Dale Mabry._ 254-7561.

I..

TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES

SUMMER URBAN SURVIVAL PROJECT,
New York City. 2 months in Times Square.
Intense, in-depth urban experience. Full
credit. Off-Campus Term Prog., FAQ 122,
2536 . See ad in PERSONAL also.
GO WHERE THE CROWDS
DON'T KNOW!
Year round OVERLAND camping safaris.
Europe, Russia, England, Africa, Scandinavia, or where ever. Discover more or.
your own-without hitching; Eat betterbut cheaper; Go further-be safer; and
DO MORE than you could ever do by
yourself. Trail Blazers: TOLL FREE 800223-5586.

Shop .

Handmade

FOR SALE-1973 trailer 12'x65'. 2 bdr.
furnished. On lot in trailer park, 3 miles
east of USF off Fowler. Call 988-1360.
,

WE HAVE denims in regular and bells, and
cords in bells. Also boots, shirts & western
hats. Only 10 min. from campus. Straight

WOODED LOT for mobile home, 5 min. from
USF, $50 monthly, includes w _a ter, sewer.
Quiet beautiful, boat ramp, fishing. Call
Bob 988-4085 .

in. Bermax Western Wear 8702 Nebraska
Ave.

leg Levi c6rds in 3 colors have iust come

I

FOR RENT

RALIEGH Grand Prix. 25'2" frame, alloy
sun-tour derailler, bar end shifters, bugger

J

bag, lights, close ratio freewheel,

PERFECT color Panasonic 12 in. 5300. 971- '
2727. Contessa 5 siring Banjo. Sl20. 971 2727.

COLONIAL GARDENS Students welcome6 month lease 2 _br, _1 bath, luxury apartments. Swimming pool, laundry, and Rec
room . 2002 East 131 Ave. 971-4977.

GAR Y'S Medusa Imports Presents Ecuador
& Peru Hand Embroidered shirts and
blouses. Cool casual- short' sleeve originals.
S9-51~. Corner of Fletcher & 30th St. T & Th
afternoons 2-S.

1•12
MINUTES
FROMUSF

New 2 br, w-w carpet, central _heat and air,

MOTORCYCLES
& SCOOTERS

drapes, furnished! 5180. Phone 988-5263
days or 988-5614 evenings& wkends.
LA YoANCHA DOS, Tampa's only stuncn1
~pt. complex. 572-90 per month. 1 bloc".
from campus or 42nd SI. 971-0100.

'73 YAMAHA R D-350, Showroom cond., 50-60
m.p.g., 2 helmets included, Call Jeff 974.
6382 or 83, rm. 223.

GREEN OAK Villa Apts.-1 &2 Bedroom
furnished & unfurnished apartments,
diswasher, garbage disposal, 1ully carpeted, pool, laundry: Varied Leases. Nea;
USF al 42nd SI. & Skipper Road-Call 9714408 or 971-1424.

sell it fast with

LARGE 2 bedroom duplex, all electric, w-w
carpeting, paneled, AC-water and garbage
included, utility room. Temple Terrace
area, 5170. Petless. 988-2119 or 255-8261.

Oracle Classifieds
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EUROPE-ISRAEL-AFRICA
Travel discounts year-round . Student Air
Travel Agency, Inc. 201 Allen Rd. Suite
410, Atlanta, Ga. 30328 (404) ' 256-4258.
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TWO LOCATIONS TO SHIVE YOU SETTER

insty-prints

Dave Heinz
Imports.

4347 W_ Kennedy Slvd

5h: ! F. 8usch Blvd.

Sales Service Parts

Tompo Flo 33609

879-'68-c

lo "f"'l, Flo . 33617
985-2083

238 8485
1101 E, Hillsboro. Ave.

Female Seniors And
Graduate Students
singles resort

COMPLETE WATERBED
Complete bed includes ready-to-stain floor frame,
quality mattress with 5-yr. guarant ee , fitted safety
ii1w1.
and
foam
pad.
Stained and upholstered frame packages are also
a·;ai13ble_

WATER MATTRESS 1all siz 2s1 .....
WA T~RBED HEATERS. . . 29. 9 5·-49.95
CUSTOM FRAMES ..... FROM $29.00
\lw~ e

to rnur specifications

~
3A•uhlfl:.1P:

toooy's world

~

1311 2

llJ '. l4 \\' _ llillsborough

· Peacock Alley,

toe -'clip~.

Sl 55 . 9R8-7091.

An opportunity to be part of the first major

Wa

&

quilts, pillows. Come on out. Just J mi . N.
of Fowler on 301. Sl.95 Speciai-Figleaves
for bashful streakers .

"71" MGB, new metallic paint, new tires,

'68 FIREBIRD 400-New brakes & front end.
4 speed, AM-FM radio. Needs minor body
work. Just passed inspec. $1,000 842-8738
after 7:00 p.m.

Chenille

imported gifts, tapestries, robes, spreads ,

anchored. Near USF. S4,000, refinance or
buy equity and take over payments. 9327100 after 5.

radio and heater. Great condition 28 mpg
and over. Asking $2,235. Call 971-2318.

11

M.IS_c_._F_O_R_s_A_L_E].
-. -

fully carpeted, stove, v1asher, refrigerator.

AUTOMOTIVE: )

DISASTER BEHAVIOR IN HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE; Guidelines to 21st
century programming presented by Dr.
Ai Ion Shiloh, professor of Anthropology.
Tuesday, April 23, 7 p.m. UC 203. Sponsored by the History Community.
PART .German Shepherd & part Collie
puppies. 4 weeks old. Are looking for a
good home. Please call 254-7591 evenings
or contact Dr. Artzybushev LAN 291.

MOBILE HOMES

12x60. Like new. 2 bedroom, l bath, CH-A,

CANOE RENTALS by day or week . 935-0018.

1111

LOST & FOUND

(

J .r. .
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the U.S.

The first large-scale singles resort in the U.S. is opening on Clearwater
Beach. 15 men and women have already been chosen to join a group of
resort professionals - not as employes - but as profit-sharing staff
members in the first of a number of singles resorts opening. Five additional
women age 22 to 30 are still needed. No hotel experience necessary but an
"up on people" attitude is.
We define our singles resort as a place where young marrieds and singles
alike can gather and meet in non-plastic way. You'll live and work in unique
atmosphere that's fun for resort guest and staff alike. Excellent salary,
rnom, board, and partnership status on the profits.
Applicants must be available May 1st thru September. A great place to be
single thi_s summer.
Interviews will be held on the USF Campus
Wed. April 24, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Make your
appointment at ADM 150. Student Employment.
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English Leather toiletries for men.
Everything a man needs to feel well
groomed. 'Even when he's wearing
nothing at all .

Streakers, yo ur end is in sight.
Cover-up w ith an Eng lish Leather
.
T-Shirt.
,-------------~-~------,

Send for your
English Leather-T-Shirt.
T S lrnt has p1 c tt11L' elf G1:! ,11:d Guy S treak e1::; and
re ads .. St1eak w1tl: E 1: ~1l1 ::; h Lea thc1 or 11oth11 1,_1 ilt al!" .
Check size · S ~~

M ~-··

L: •

XL :-- ~

Enclose c hec k QI m,,::c' V ,, :,ie : ai;d se::,! to
PO Bo x 35':1. D c ;'t CN. P .1 ~ ~ .1 :c NJ 0 :- 033

·\'
,)

Na me ------------~-Address---- -- - - -- - -- -- Please send me _ _ _ _TSh ir ts " 2.50 ea c h
i A 0 w t'-"' ...' ..... eek s tvr J e ·
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